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FACULTY HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL 

NORTH GUWAHATI 

ANNUAL EXAMINATION (2020-21) 

SUBJECT-EVS 

  CLASS-III 

 

                           TIME- 2 HOURS 30 MINUTES 

        FULL MARKS- 30  

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

1.  All the questions are compulsory.  

2. Read the questions carefully and answer in your own words.  

3. Answers copied from Google or from any other reference sources will 

not be accepted.  

4. Write only what is expected from the questions. 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES 
 
Q1: Fill in the blanks with suitable answers:-       (1x3=3) 

(a) Gurupurab is also known as _______ 

(b) The flights that take off and land within the same country are 

         called  ______________ flights. 

(c) A special dish called ________ is prepared on the occasion of Eid. 

Q2: Answer in one/two words:-         (1x3=3) 

(a) Name the harvest festival of Assam. 

(b) Which is the highest motorable road in India?  

(c) Who unfurls the National Flag at Red Fort on Independence Day?  
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Q3: Answer in short:         (2x3=6) 

(a) Why is transport important for us?    

(b) Identify the picture and answer the questions that follow:- 

 

      

 

 

 (i) What form of transport is shown in the picture? 

 (ii) Mention its benefits. 

(c) Where does the grand parade of Republic Day starts and ends at? 

Q4. Answer in details:-           (1x3=3) 

(a) Identify the picture and answer the question that follows:- 

          

 

 

 

 

(i) Which festival is being celebrated in the picture?             (1) 

(ii) How is it celebrated?                 (2) 

OR 

Describe the role of animals as a means of transport.             (3) 
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SCIENCE 

Q1. Fill in the blanks.                    (1×4=4) 

a) Proteins help in ______________ of body. 

b) A _____________ is formed when an object blocks the path of light. 

c) ________________ maintains the body temperature. 

d) ____________ is the main source of light on Earth. 

Q2. Draw and colour any one luminous object.               (1) 

Q3. Answer the following in brief.                 (2×2=4) 

a) Differentiate between transparent and opaque objects.  

b) What do you mean by balanced diet? Why is it important for us? 

 

 

 

 

 

Q4. Answer the following in detail.  (Any two)   (2×3=6) 

a) Mention three characteristics of a shadow. 

b) How do vitamins and minerals help us? Name few sources of vitamins 

and minerals.    

c) How does the size of the shadow of an object change with the change in 

position of the Sun in the sky? 

 


